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ABSTRACT

A real time method of measuring and recording the efficacy of vapor containment in

and around critical hazard fume hoods is being developed. An infrared camera whose

response is restricted to a spectral range that overlaps a strong absorption band in a non-

toxic gas is used to render real-time video images of the presence and flow of the gas. The

gas, nitrous oxide, is ejected in a continuous stream in and around fume hoods that are to

be certified capable of containing hazardous fumes. The priciple advantage is that various

scenarios of air flow displacemnt in and outside the hood can be easily investigated; the

principle limitation is the necessity of high tracer gas concentration to obtain strong

visualizations. We hope that this technique can be found to be an effective and safe method

to test hoods in locations that were built before present regulations were promulgated.
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INTRODUCTION

Many regulatory orders specify the minimum distances required between fume

hoods and sources of air flow such as doors, ducts and vents (e.g., United States'

Department of Energy Order 6530.1 A (1989)). To apply these regulations to existing

fume hoods could (and in our case, would) be an extremely costly affair. To satisfy the

intent of the regulations in the most cost effective way, we are attempting to develope an in

situ testing procedure that would show if the present hood locations and exterior air flows

are sufficient to demonstrate that the present laboratory/hood designs and placements are

acceptable to the standards suggested in the order.

The approach we took was to develope an environmentally safe method to visualize

the patterns of air flow inside and in proximity of the hoods under study. This method was

to be sufficiently flexible that various scenarios of air turbulence could be measured and

catalogued; thus the limitations of the hood design could be investigated and, if possible,

corrective redesigning could be performed.

Procedures to test fume hoods have been extensively studied. Caplan and Knutson

(1977,1978a, 1978b, 1982) developed procedures which could well apply to our goal.

However, we wished to expand the testing procedure so that we could have a visual record

of the hood tested in a manner that could be rechecked whenever conditions in the hood's

environment changed. A video recording of a visible vapor as it was being either contained

or drawn into the hood under a series of expected (and unexpected) conditions would

approach this goal. Unfortuneately most techniques that have been used in the past are

now considered too environmentally abusive to be allowed today. Such items as smoke

bombs or applications of titanium tetrachloride can no longer be considered. We wished

also to use materials that left no paniculate residue in the wake of the tests (e.g., aqueous

uranine aerosols that would leave deposits of the dried solute) so that hood filters and

surfaces would be left as clean as before the tests were done.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-

TEST EQUIPMENT e n c e l lcrein t 0 a°y specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

Infrared Camera and heat curtain United States Government or any agency thereof.

We have developed a technique that would incur no negative insult in or around the

hoods to be tested. By using a non-toxic gas, which absorbs infrared energy strongly, and

viewed in an atmosphere principally of air, these criteria would be met. The Material

Safety Data Sheet (1986) of nitrous oxide, N2O, places it in the same class as nitrogen gas,

namely that its greatest health hazard is that its presence replaces oxygen in air. To

visualize the air flow in and around the hoods an infrared sensing camera [AGEMA

Thermovision 870 Scanner] which has a near infrared spectral response from two to five

microns was modified with a narrow band pass filter that overlapped the very strong

asymmetric stretching mode of N2O, a linear gas molecule with a strong absorption band

centered at 4.5 microns (Figure 1.A). With this filter the output response is significantly

greater in detecting the gas, and therefor the air flow patterns. Th*. camera and the

associated portable electronics equipment are shown in Figure 2. The camera has a

thermoelectrically cooled detector which enhances its adaptability (in that no liquid nitrogen

or other coolant that needs replenishing is needed) and a refresh rate of 25 frames per

second. With a 20° field of view lens attached to the camera, and a typical distance of 2 m

to the heat curtain (infra vide), a field width of 1.6 m can be scanned. So that the camera

can detect the presence of this gas a heat curtain, with a surface temperature of ca 129" F,

was placed opposite the camera lens with the flowing gas positioned between them. A

typical arrangement in front of a fume hood is shown schematically in Figure 3.A. The

placement of equipment as shown allowed an unrestricted view, in real time, of the

direction of the N2O as it blew out of the delivery tube from the interior of the hood to the

surrounding area outside the hood. To conform with ASHRAE standards (ASHRAE.

1985) gas flow was set at 4 Lpm or 8 Lpm in typical runs.

Gas delivery system

Two five pound nitrous oxide cylinders were connected in parallel on a portable

stand with the common gas line attached to a gas regulator; its output being sent through a

tube loosely filled with glass wool (to even out the gas flow) and then to a flowmeter. The

output from the flowmeter was passed though a plastic hose with the stainless steel delivery
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tube at the other end. The delivery tube could be positioned anywhere inside or outside the

hood so such questions as the existence and stability of eddy currents could be studied.

Camera calibration

The camera/scanner was built primarily to measure differences in temperature rather

than as a device to measure concentrations of light-absorbing substances. We therefor

calibrated the overall response of the system by measuring the response of the scanner to

varying concentrations of N2O mixed with air in two absorption cell assemblies. The first

consisted of three aluminum boxes, taped together, each 4 in. tall, 4 in. wide and 3 in.

(76.2 mm) deep; the 4 in. x 4 in. faces were cut open to allow a window 3.5 in. square

which was covered with 1 mil thick sheet of Reynolds 916 film (which is transparent in the

4.5 micron range). Two small tubes were inserted in each cell, and attached to septa on the

outside surface of the cells to fill and withdraw gas samples. Samples were withdrawn

with a syringe attached to a hypodermic needle.

The second cell was designed to collect a gas sample while the gas mixture was

flowing. It consisted of a 3 in. diameter, 20 in. (508 mm) long brass pipe; near one end

was attached a tee tube to introduce the mixture of air and nitrous oxide, just inside the

other end a single loop of 0.25 in. copper tubing with holes drilled approximately every 0.5

in. was fixed in place to vent the gas mixture as it passed through the cell. Located about 5

in. from the vented end, was a "sniffer" tube to which we affixed a small pulse pump; it

filled a gas sampling bag of 1 L volume in ten minutes to give an average gas concentration

flowing through the cell. Window material was again Reynolds 916 film.

As seen in Figure 4, the relative intensity of the light is indicated by the series of

colored squares running vertically on the right hand side of the video screen (the white

square indicates the brightest intensity- other than the gray background - which represents

the greatest transparency of an intervening material). With either cell assembly, in a

normalized pathlength of 1 in. (25 mm), concentrations of nitrous oxide of about 7,500

ppm (0.75 % v/v) were distinguishable. Beer-Lambert's Law states that the intensity of

light after passage through an absorbing medium, If = I j lO"^ 1 , where Ii is the the initial

intensity, e is the molar absorption coefficient, [J] is the concentration of the absorbing

material, and 1 is the pathlength. Absorbance, A=-log(Ii/If)=£[J]l. This Law was tested by

using absorption cells of differing length. Choosing the same color change (or absorbance)

by changing the gas concentration (measured by gas chromatography) with the two
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differing path lengths, showed that the camera did not obey this paradigm at higher gas

concentrations. That is [J]iU * [J]2l2- This is to be expected in absorption measurements

that include spectral regions where there is little or no direct absorption. Thus a correlation

of color to concentration can be accomplished oniy by running standards in place.

Furthermore since pathlength is of prime importance, the colors can only be reasonably

used to indicate relative gas concentrations.

We further measured the change in sensitivity as a function of temperature of the

heat curtain. The 0.040 in. thick curtain is a 2 ft by 4 ft rectangle of a carbon and teflon

fiber mixture, bonded to a thin sheet of black anodized aluminum. The metal side faced the

camera and offered a heated viewing surface that spanned a temperature range from 126° F

to 132° F. It was found that the colored response was dependent to a slight degree on the

curtain's surface temperature, so that calibrations were taken in areas of best thermal

uniformity.

Camera arrangements

Initially several different locations of the viewing assembly vis-a-vis the hood under

study were done to learn the best strategy to obtain the greatest amount of information in

the shortest time. Two principle orientations were considered; the horizontal configuration

as shown earlier (Figure 3.A) and a vertical orientation, in wMch the camera was

suspended near the ceiling of the room and aimed downward toward the floor with the heat

curtain lying on the floor, resting on metal rods to protect the floor (Figure 3.B). Two

subsets were used: (1) the whole assembly located outside the hood under study and (2)

the heat curtain either partially or fully inside the hood, with the camera angled to see its

surface. In the latter case, if the air flow patterns were to be studied with the hood's front

sash partially closed, the glass windows (which are not transparent to the the infrared

radiation) were simulated by raising the sash and substituting the glass window with the

transparent film.

Because the heat curtain is emitting about 65 watts per ft2 of energy, the vertical

orientation proved to be unworkable. The convection currents created in the surrounding

air greatly distorted the air patterns we were attempting to view. As Caplan and Knutson

(1978a) noted the inclusion of an operating heat plate inside the hood's enclosed space

greatly changed the air patterns inside the hood. We did not attempt the reverse situation in

which the camera would be near the floor pointing upward, with the curtain suspended like
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a canopy above the front of the hood, basically because the viewing area would have been

severely restricted because of the 20° lens. The vertical orientation was therefor

abandoned.

In one of the earliest attempts to maximize the data collected, the single gas tube

used for gas delivery was replaced with a ganged set of three tubes, in parallel, each about

6 in. away from its neighbor (Figure 3.C). This configuration was helpful to visualize air

being drawn into the hood opening by positioning the tubes about 18 in. in front of the

hood and pointing toward the hood face. Because placing a mannikin between the tubes

and hood so totally disrupted the visualized gas flow, little infomation of any value was

collected. Putting the tubes inside the hood, pointing outward, was physically difficult to

arrange; and that with the approximately triple the amount of gas used made the technique

insufficiently valueable and so this approach was also abandoned.

Scenarios investigated

Settling on the horizontal approach, various scenarios were investigated: the

absence or presence of an operator (mannikin) standing in front of the hood, the turbulence

of a passerby in the vicinity of the hood and operator (Figure 5) as well as the impact of an

'explosion' in the hood (produced by pricking a nitrous oxide-filled balloon - Figure 3.D).

The importance of the sources of air influx was checked by opening various doors leading

into the laboratory as well as the amount of sash opening on the hood under study.

Other parameters measured

To relate the images of air flow to inhalation of toxic vapors by an operator standing

in front of the hood, a mannikin positioned in front of the hood was fitted with a "sniffer"

tube located at the breathing zone (as shown in Figure 9 in ASHRAE. 1985). To obtain

average gas inhalation by a worker under static working conditions, a portable pulse pump

collected gas coming from the sniffer tube at the rate of 100 ml per min. When about 1L

of gas was collected the collection bag was removed, taken to a gas chromatograph, and

analyzed for N2O. The lowest concentration measured was ca. 1 ppm.

Other measurements taken were the face velocities at specified positions at the hood

opening and all sources of air inflow and outflow (Figure 6).
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Test procedures

We first measured face velocities at nine positions of the hood opening (the four

corners and all intermediate places in a three by three array) and at all sources of inflow and

outflow of air in the laboratory. With the horizontal camera setup in place, a J-tube with an

inner diameter of .375 in. from which N2O exited at rates either of 4 Lpm or 8 Lpm was

positioned so that the tube's tip pointed outward, either three or six inches inside of the

hood's face and slowly moved around the inner perimeter of the hood opening.

The tube was then clamped in place, centered in the hood's opening, facing

outward with the tip 6 inches inside of- or flush with-the sash opening. Recordings were

made with and without the 67 inches tall mannikin in place (body, 3 in. from the hood face,

mouth, 6 in.). Walkbys as shown by the arrow in Figure 5 were recorded.

In one case in the critical hood labotatories where there are two carbon dioxide,

(CO2) extinguishers permanently mounted with the exhaust horns mounted inside the

hood, the outflow of carbon dioxide gas was recorded when the extinguishers were

triggered. (The scanner also has a built-in narrow band pass filter that is centered near the

CO2 asymmetric stretch absorption band, Figure l.B).

And as mentioned previously a safe explosion was produced in the hood: a toy

balloon was attached to the end of the J-tube and the whole assembly moved toward the

center of the hood enclosure (Figure 3.D). N2O was allowed to flow until the balloon

attained a diameter of eight to nine inches. A human subject standing in front of the hood,

pricked the balloon with a pin attached to the end of rod.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A critical hazard hood situated in a laboratory with a complex air flow was

extensively studied (Figure 6). The face velocity at the hood's opening was 142 ± 15 feet

per minute. Figure 5 shows the position of the camera and heat curtain in the pass-by

scenario. The variety of tests described earlier all indicated that the nitrous oxide was

contained. The most drastic test taken (with all hazardous material previously being

removed) was pushing open the emergency door situated in the south wall. As can be seen

in Figure 6, there are two main air sources feeding the hood: the ceiling duct in front and

above the hood and the louvered duct (22.5 in. wide x 13.5 in. high, 12.5 in. from the
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floor) in the south door. One would expect the imbalances created by opening the door to

significantly influence the containment, but no gas was seen to escape.

The hood in Figure 2 is not in a critical area and was the location of most of the

initial testing. It was in this room that we found substantial loss of containment only by the

bursting ballon experiment or by fanning the air inside the hood using a sheet of paper as a

scoop. Under more standard operating conditions the colored gas plume that can be seen

near the center of the screen was obtained by having the tip of the gas tube pointing

outward at the face of the hood's sash, with a gas flow of 8 Lpm. The gas reaches the

mannikin but is drawn back into the hood.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that an infrared sending technique using a non-toxic gas can be

used to view the patterns of gas containment in a critical hazard hood. Nitrous oxide

concentrations approximately 0.75 % v/v can be detected in a light path of one inch. This

sensitivity would allow the gas to be diluted with a less dense gas, such as helium,

allowing the gas mixture to match the density of air. (Under relatively still conditions, the

video images show that N2O plumes tend to settle downward.)

The technique is capable of producing visible records of gas containment by hoods

in situ. Other uses for the basic procedure can easily be envisioned, such as air flow

patterns over various surfaces: cars, planes, etc.

With improved gas chromatographic or light sensing techniques, real-time

measurements from the mannikin/sniffer tube assembly could make this a highly efficient

method to test a hood's gas containment efficiency.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Composite figures of the infrared camera response, narrow band-pass filter and

intensity of light absorption by different gases vs. wavelength, in arbitrary units (A.U.).

For the camera, the greatest response is at 1, for the gas and the companion filter, a value

of zero indicates opacity, while 1 would indicate total transparentcy. A: nitrous oxide. B:

carbon dioxide.

Figure 2. Photgraph of the experimental setup. In the forefront are two portable
electronics bays on which can be seen the monitors with the video images, then the camera,
the gas delivery system on the bench to the right of the camera, the mannikin in front of the
hood, and the black rectangular heat curtain.

Figure 3. Various configurations of the imaging apparatus and hood positions
investigated, a: infrared camera, b: heat curtain, c: gas delivery J-tube, d: fume hood, e:
gas delivery manifold, f: balloon, g: operator. In all figures, except D, are shown top,
side, and front views. Note that the heat curtain was at times made made up of two slightly
2 ft by 4 ft panels, resulting in a nearly rectangular shape.

Figure 4. Composite photograph of the video images taken of the triple 4 in. x 4 in. x 3 in.

cell assembly. The concentration of nitrous oxide, mixed with air, in the various cells are:

left, top: 0 %, left center: 0.5 %, left, bottom: 1 %, right, top: 0 %, right,center: 0.25 %,

right, bottom: 2 %. The color scale at the far right represents light intensity from bottom

(darkest) to top (brightest), and can be shown to represent a decreasing concentration of

light absorbing material between the camera and the heat curtain.

Figure 5. Arrow represents the path taken by a passerby who has entered the laboratory

through the door in the lower right and passes behind the operator standing in front of the

hood. See Figure 6 for a description of the air flows present in the room.

Figure 6. Diagram of the air flows in the laboratory in which a critical hazard fume hood

was extensively studied. Dimensions of the room are 22.83 ft x 11.67 ft x 10 ft high.

Face velocities in ft per min are indicated. The top view of the room and the view facing

each wall are shown. The bottom of each wall is nearest the top view in the center. The

doors on the north wall lead to a central corridor with laboratory rooms on both sides; this
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is the main entrance. Doors on the east and west walls lead to adjacent laboratories. The
south wall door is an emergency exit and is kept closed. It leads to a haJlway with offices
on the opposite side.
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